Installation Instructions for Control 60 Series Panel Covers

**MTC-PC60** (for Control 65P/T, 67P/T, 67HC/T and 60PS/T**)

**MTC-PC62** (for Control 62P)

*** Before installing the cover, please make sure you have selected the proper tap for your application ***

**For Control 60PS/T wire access holes must be custom drilled to suit**

1) Run cable(s) through cover and attach in-line Euro-block connector(s) [included with the speaker] to cable(s). (Do NOT use the rubber connector-cover boot that comes with the speaker.)

2) Plug in-line Euro-block connector(s) to chassis-mount input connector(s) on speaker.

3) Center cover to hanging bracket and gently pull wire. Do not pull with too much force – it can cause disconnection.

4) Press cover through hanging bracket to secure firmly.

5) Attach suspension cable to speaker’s suspension bracket and hang pendant speaker assembly.

6) Test speaker for proper functioning. Then use silicone glue or other outdoor-capable sealant: a) around hanging bracket, b) on holes that are for input cables, and c) around outside rim of panel cover. If only one wire is used (as shown), be sure to seal other wire hole.